GERMANY CONNECTS US – WORLDWIDE

CONTACTS.
CAREERS.
CAPACITIES.
COOPERATION.

ALUMNIPORTAL-DEUTSCHLAND.ORG
WELCOME TO THE

Alumniportal
Deutschland

GERMANY-ALUMNI

are persons from all over the world who studied, worked or did research at a German institution, who completed a training programme or a German language course. alumniportal-deutschland.org is the online platform for Germany-Alumni, companies and universities.
THE COOPERATION

As an intermediary organisation of German foreign culture and education policy, the Humboldt-Foundation promotes projects of scientific cooperation between excellent international and German research scientists.

DAAD

The German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) is the organisation of German universities and their student bodies devoted to internationalising the academic and scientific research system.

giz

As a public-benefit federal enterprise, GIZ supports the German Government – in particular the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) – and public and private sector clients in around 130 countries in achieving their objectives in international cooperation.

GOETHE INSTITUT

The Goethe-Institut is the globally operating culture institute of the Federal Republic of Germany. With its culture and language programmes, it promotes knowledge of the German language abroad and promotes international cultural cooperation.

On behalf of

The Alumniportal Deutschland is financed by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) as well as supported by the German Foreign Office.
Currently, more than 300,000 foreign students are enrolled at German universities. Furthermore, there are numerous international scholarship-holders of other institutes of education and research as well as participants of training programmes and courses organized by German institutions in Germany and abroad.

During their stay in Germany, they gain numerous personal and professional contacts. They gather intensive learning and working experiences and acquire new expert knowledge.

The Alumniportal Deutschland is the only online platform worldwide that strengthens and focuses these experiences and capacities: Here, a biotechnologist in Indonesia, a journalist in Brazil, a German teacher in Spain, a web developer in New Zealand and a hydraulics engineer in Benin can meet other alumni, as well as interested companies, institutions, colleges and foundations. It’s a place for exchanging experiences, planning cooperation projects and founding networks.

The Alumniportal Deutschland, supported by the Federal German Government, sees itself as a worldwide network for contacts, careers, capacities and cooperation. It aims to consolidate ties with German institutions, to follow career paths, to place expert employees and to strengthen the professional exchange with and among Germany-Alumni.

On the platform, alumni network with each other as well as with German and international organisations and companies. Frequently, joint projects or long-term cooperation projects are the result of these networking activities. Universities, foundations, institutions and alumni associations use the portal to maintain contact with their alumni.

We would like to invite you to join the global community of alumni, institutions and companies. You could use interesting online services such as webinars, expert chats, topical groups, a job exchange, German language courses as well as many other education and career opportunities.

You will find skilled employees, cooperation partners, projects and initiatives from around the world in areas like education, science, culture, sustainable development or commerce. With its prestigious partners and a global reach, the Alumniportal Deutschland is a first-class address for the expansion of your international network.
“MY TIME IN GERMANY WAS VERY IMPORTANT FOR ME, IN TERMS OF BOTH MY PRIVATE AND MY PROFESSIONAL LIFE. I AM STILL BENEFITTING FROM MY ADVANCED TRAINING IN MY DAILY WORK. AND I AM STILL IN CLOSE CONTACT WITH MY GERMAN FRIENDS.”

LEO MUNYAO MUTISYA, KENYA

ALUMNIPORTAL-DEUTSCHLAND.ORG/EN/ALUMNI
ALUMNIPORTAL-DEUTSCHLAND.ORG

BENEFITS FOR ALUMNI AND NETWORKS:

► A USER-FRIENDLY SOCIAL NETWORK FOR KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE AND COOPERATION

► INTERESTING INTERVIEWS, PORTRAITS AND NEWS FROM GERMAN INSTITUTIONS

► A STIMULATING GERMANY MAGAZINE

► VARIED ASSIGNMENTS, EVENTS AND TRAINING PROGRAMMES

► LOCATION-INDEPENDENT WEBINARS AND VIRTUAL FAIRS

► INTERNATIONAL JOB AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

► FREE GERMAN LANGUAGE OPTIONS

► ATTRACTIVE ONLINE ACTIVITIES AND COMPETITIONS
Did you study, did you work, do research or complete a training programme or German language course at a German institution? And would you like to refresh your language skills, work for a German company in your country or find cooperation partners? Then log in to alumniportal-deutschland.org. With your registration, you will become a member of a global network with well over 100,000 members. Via your profile, you can get in contact with Germany-Alumni from all parts of the world and stay in touch with your university or your funding organisation in Germany. We will help you to establish long-term contacts with German institutions, companies, experts and project partners.

Once you have logged in, you can access varied information and services: Use the opportunity to practise your German, to access new expert knowledge and to share your know-how with other members.

The Alumniportal Deutschland is a unique contact platform where you can expand your capacities with an orientation towards the future. Alumni associations will also benefit from our numerous online tools.

MORE THAN 100.000 MEMBERS
“I AM A GERMANY-ALUMNA AND I OFTEN COOPERATE WITH GERMAN COMPANIES HERE IN CHINA. THERE IS HIGH DEMAND FOR LOCAL EXPERT EMPLOYEES WITH A GERMAN EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND.”

JIANG YING, CHINA

ALUMNI.PORTAL-DEUTSCHLAND.ORG/COMPANIES
ALUMNI.PORTAL-DEUTSCHLAND.ORG

BENEFITS FOR COMPANIES AND INSTITUTIONS:

- CONVENIENT RECRUITING OF EXPERTS TRAINED IN GERMANY
- FREE PUBLICATION OF JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN OUR INTERNATIONAL JOB AND PROJECT EXCHANGE
- DIRECT CONTACT WITH PROFESSIONAL NETWORKS
- VIRTUAL PRESENTATION OF YOUR COMPANY/YOUR INSTITUTION
- TARGET GROUP ORIENTED PUBLICATION OF YOUR EVENT INFORMATION
FIND HIGHLY QUALIFIED EMPLOYEES WORLDWIDE

The Alumniportal Deutschland offers you as a German company or institution an interface with international expert employees: On our portal, you will find well-trained employees with a German educational background and an understanding of German culture – whether you are looking for new staff for your Chinese branch, an engineer in the area of renewable energy in Colombia or a Polish translator. Your additional advantage: registration and use of our online platform are free of charge.

On the Alumniportal, you can access the profiles of many thousands of experts worldwide. You can contact them directly to present a specific offer or project. There are opportunities to recruit further international professionals from all continents at the career and education fairs „Trained in GermanY“. These fairs are mostly conducted virtually – and have been visited by several thousand alumni and companies so far.

You can also find potential new cooperation partners, like specialised expert alumni networks on the Alumniportal. Of course, we also offer you the opportunity of being found by expert employees: with an informative profile of your company or institution.

72,6% OF ALUMNIPORTAL MEMBERS HAVE A MASTER’S, BACHELOR’S OR DIPLOMA DEGREE
“I STUDIED IN GERMANY FOR TWO YEARS AND AM NOW DOING A DOCTORATE IN PARIS. I’M STILL IN TOUCH WITH MY GERMAN UNIVERSITY. I’M SURE THAT BOTH SIDES WILL PROFIT FROM A LONG-TERM COOPERATION.”

NOGA MISHLIBORSKY, FRANCE

ALUMNIPORTAL-DEUTSCHLAND.ORG/UNIVERSITIES
ALUMNIPORTAL-DEUTSCHLAND.ORG

BENEFITS FOR UNIVERSITIES AND FOUNDATIONS:

- SIMPLE OPTIONS FOR ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING CONTACT WITH YOUR INTERNATIONAL ALUMNI
- EXPERT EXCHANGES IN ONLINE GROUPS
- TARGET GROUP SPECIFIC PRESENTATION OF YOUR INSTITUTE ABROAD
- TARGETED MARKETING OF YOUR SERVICES, NEWS AND TENDERS AIMED AT ALUMNI
- AN ATTRACTIVE TOOL TO CONDUCT WEBINARS
NETWORK WITH YOUR INTERNATIONAL ALUMNI

Among the Alumniportal Deutschland’s more than 100,000 members, there are bound to be many of your former international students or scholarship holders. If your university or your foundation registers with this central platform for Germany-Alumni, it is very easy to find and contact your alumni there and to enter into a specialized, target group specific exchange with them. This could be a strong additional, virtual component for your alumni work.

International alumni work faces the challenges of great distances and decentralization. Attractive virtual features like webinars, expert groups or online career fairs can provide alumni with global spheres for further education, engagement and networking. Why not bring together students and alumni from different countries?

Alumni are more than potential cooperation partners: They are global ambassadors for your institution. The Alumniportal can assist you in addressing your international alumni by making your events, seminars, programmes and news visible to this global target group. You could introduce yourself via your organisation profile and present your services.

The Alumniportal guarantees data protection and data security according to German law. We will give you all-round professional support for your virtual cooperation with international alumni.
A MEMBERSHIP WITH MANY BENEFITS

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO...

٬ INTENSIFY YOUR **SKILLS AND CAPACITIES** AND SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE

٬ GET IN TOUCH WITH INTERNATIONAL EXPERT EMPLOYEES AND INSTITUTIONS

٬ USE OR OFFER **CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

٬ ESTABLISH **COOPERATION**

... THEN YOU SHOULD REGISTER ON [ALUMNIPORTAL-DEUTSCHLAND.ORG](http://alumniportal-deutschland.org)

Registration and use of the Alumiportal are free of charge. Data protection is a vital concern of the Alumiportal; all data entered for registration and thereafter will remain completely under our users’ control. Members decide which information will be visible to whom. Commercial exploitation or access to search engines is not permitted.